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Business Hub
Managed Security Platform for Partners
The Business Hub is a powerful multi-tenant, cloud-based platform that allows MSPs and IT 
Service Providers to deliver layered security services to customers, protecting all aspects of their 
networks. With a unique combination of endpoint and network security, you can provide your 
customers with an unparalleled level of protection, all from within a central platform. 

Monitor threats from a single dashboard
Configure notifications based on specific device actions and monitor from a centralized 
dashboard for full transparency into individual device issues as well as threats that might be 
spreading among connected devices.

Deploy enterprise-grade IT security services
Deliver a range of IT security services that provide complete, in-depth protection against all 
forms of malware and other cyberthreats – whether they originate from inside or outside the 
network via email, websites, or the Internet.

Connect securely to any managed device
Use our free remote IT tool to connect securely to any device with the Avast agent installed and 
remotely resolve issues, perform tasks, reboot computers, transfer files, and chat with users.

For partners



Features

Network Discovery with remote deployment 
Easily discover your customers entire IT network and 
deploy Avast Business security services to all endpoints 
in minutes to keep their business safe.

Intuitive Dashboard
View all alerts at-a-glance, address issues, and get the 
information you need to make informed decisions, add 
services, and take speedy action to increase uptime,  
stability, and security.

Device and Policy Management
Equip your managed devices with the provided security 
policy templates that can be easily customized to fit 
your customer’s needs. Administrators can configure 
global policies in minutes and assign it to all sites or 
customers - saving them time and resources. Any policy 
changes will automatically update on devices in real 
time, requiring less maintenance and making it easier to 
scale business operations.

Detailed Reports
Generate and schedule easy-to-read, detailed activity 
reports with the click of a button. View reports that 
include blocked threats, task lists, protected devices, 
patch statuses, and more. 

User Management
Multiple users can be created to streamline collaboration. 
Invite your customers to the console to fully manage their 
endpoints or just as viewers with limited access. 

Trials and Subscriptions
Easily manage trials and subscriptions for all customers, 
unleashing new revenue possibilities. 

Notifications
Configure notifications on any security or network issues 
that need your attention, improving reaction times and 
limiting exposure. Receive instant email notifications 
related to outdated antivirus applications, extended 
device inactivity, and additional device updates.

Commands 
Quickly apply commands across devices like scans,  
restarts, and more. Run commands automatically based 
on policy settings.

Services

Next-Gen Antivirus
Multi-OS AV blocks cyberthreats from entering 
your network, protects against zero-day attacks, and 
identifies new threats.

Next-Gen Antivirus Pro 
Get additional security with features including Data 
Shredder and server protection for Exchange and 
SharePoint servers.

Next-Gen Antivirus Pro Plus
Get the full antivirus package with SecureLine VPN, 
Browser Cleanup, and Webcam Shield.

Patch Management
Stay ahead of vulnerabilities by identifying critical 
patches and easily deploying them across all endpoints 
from one dashboard.
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About Avast Business
Avast delivers all-in-one cybersecurity solutions for today’s modern workplace, providing total peace of 
mind. Avast provides integrated, 100% cloud-based endpoint and network security solutions for businesses 
and IT service providers. Backed by the largest, most globally dispersed threat detection network, the Avast 
Business security portfolio makes it easy and affordable to secure, manage, and monitor complex networks. 
Our easy-to-deploy cloud security solutions are built to offer maximum protection businesses can count on. 
For more information about our cloud-based cybersecurity solutions, visit www.avast.com/business.

Premium Remote Control  
Connect securely to any device from any location to 
remotely resolve issues, perform tasks, reboot, transfer 
files, and chat with your users.

Cloud Backup 
Keep data secure and ensure business continuity 
by protecting endpoint devices and servers with an 
automated backup process that is easy to deploy and 
manage from anywhere.

Secure Web Gateway (Coming Soon!) 

https://www.avast.com/business

